After the outbreak of the Korean War on June 25, 1950 
INTRODUCTION
"US aid" is an abbreviation of "US foreign assistance," and was created by US foreign policy after World War II. "US aid," as defined by the American Foreign Policy Encyclopedia, implies that "the US government established institutions to conduct military and economic aid to other governments." The United States aid to the ROC government can be divided into four periods: the first period was from the Chinese civil war to the Korean War, the second period was from military aid to economic aid, the third period was termination of economic aid, and the last period was continuous measures after the termination.
After WWII, the United States passed the Economic Cooperation Act of 1948 in April. Based upon this law, the US organized the Economic Cooperation Administration (ECA) under the President's direct order, and the ECA dispatched missions in recipient countries to execute and supervise the US aid. The US and ROC reached an "Economic Aid Agreement" in July 1948 in Nanjing. To assist the ROC in promoting a self-support scheme and strengthening its self-defense ability, the US government agreed to provide the ROC with a large variety of economic resources by grants and loans.
1 Then the ECA established the ECA Mission to China, and the Executive Yuan of the ROC established the Council for US Aid (CUSA) as the corresponding institution. In the China aid fund of 1948, USD [US dollar] 10 million was supplied to Taiwan for economic construction.
2 This first US aid to Taiwan was used for restoring the Taiwan Sugar Company, Taiwan Railway Administration, and Taiwan Power Company. 3 However, shortly after the agreement, the ROC government failed in the civil war in Mainland China, and the United States terminated the aid. The "United States Relations with China with Special Reference to the Period 1944-1949" (commonly known as the "China White Paper") was published on August 5, 1949 to indicate the reasons why the US stopped aid to China. 4 The central government of the ROC moved to Taiwan on December 7, 1949, and the Korean War broke out on June 25, 1950. The US included Taiwan in its West Pacific containment line, and restored military and economic aid to the ROC on Taiwan. 5 Thus, most studies on the US aid to Taiwan have discussed the period starting from 1950. This article also mainly discusses the period of US aid to Taiwan from 1950 onward. US aid to Taiwan was arranged to help the US contain the Communist expansion from the Soviet bloc. In a strict sense, it extends from 1950 to 1965. After 1965, the related US loans from US aid had constituted the Sino-US fund, and all the loans of US aid have been repaid until to 2004. So, in a broad, US aid to Taiwan continued to 2004.
The US aid has influenced Taiwan in many fields, including society, politics, culture, education, and international relations, in addition to economic development and military security. In this article, we shall discuss only the economic effects. The existing research on the impact of the US aid to Taiwan after World War II, Neil H. Jacoby's study was the most important research. He discussed the programs of US aid to Taiwan and its execution and initial implementation, and evaluated the gain and loss of US aid policy quite completely. He believed that the success of US aid to Taiwan can be attributed to 12 reasons. For example, a high level of aid, concentration of public investment in infrastructure and human resources, pursuit of comparative advantage in investment, treatment of savings as an effect instead of a cause of higher incomes, active use of US influence on Chinese economic policy, avoidance of using US aid as a lever to induce political reforms, focus on development of the private sector. 6 Samuel P. S. Ho also pointed out US aid influenced the type of economy and society that developed in Taiwan. 7 We basically agree with Jacoby and Ho's discussion. But because Jacoby was standing from the United States position to evaluate the economic effects of US aid to Taiwan, such as he believed an active use of US influence on Chinese economic policy, so he ignored the autonomy of Taiwan when Taiwan made economic policy and executed the project of US aid.
According to a Report of the World Bank, Taiwan achieved continuous growth with equity till the end of the 1980s. 8 The development of Taiwan did not fall into the so-called 'underdevelopment trap' --uneven distribution and economic stagnation. Many studies show that the US aid played a very important role for Taiwan's development. Therefore, they stated the dependent development situation of Taiwan on US. For example, Tsongmin Wu pointed out, "When the US selected some projects to aid Taiwan, the US had influenced the direction and strategy of economic development of Taiwan," and "if there were disagreement between Taiwan and the US, the US government would attempt to force Taiwan to adopt the suggestions of US by reducing or even stopping for the relief funds as a threat." 9 However, as Xinying Wen pointed out, "the US aid consolidated the rule of the ROC government in Taiwan, and strengthened the dependency of Taiwan on the US." 10 However, the US aid let the USA influence absolutely the sovereignty of the ROC government or not? Some recent studies promote us to rethink this issue. This article will discuss Taiwan still has the autonomy to make economic policy in US aid, but was not totally constrained by the United States. Because such the autonomy of policy formulation and implementation was in response to the environment and conditions of Taiwan, and that was the reason why Taiwan can use US aid more efficiently. After introducing the historical background of the US aid to Taiwan and reviewing literature in the first section, this article will then illustrate how Taiwan used US aid and which economic sectors the US aid affected in the second section. This article will also study the general impact of US aid on Taiwan and the policy autonomy of Taiwan in the third section. In the end, comparisons and implications will be drawn in the conclusion.
In addition, it must be noted that the reason that Taiwan has the ability to properly use US aid and maintained policy autonomy, also included the factor of heritage of Japanese colonial period. Japanese colonial heritage brought period of 1950s of Taiwan (even later period) economic development a very important foundation. It included infrastructure such as railways, port, road etc., and software such as high educated human in agriculture or industry, technology, or institutions conducive to development etc. This is another one of the important origins of postwar Taiwan's economic development and cannot be ignored. But the space is limited; this article cannot discuss this part more.
ITS CONTENT, AMOUNT, AND USE
The US aid to Taiwan was classified into general economic assistance and military assistance. As figures 1 & 2 show, the amount of economic and military assistance during 1950-1967 was nearly 4 billion USD; 90% was in gift, 10% was in loan, and the military assistance (60%) exceeded economic assistance (40%). The accumulated nominal GDP of Taiwan during 1951-1967 was 34.5 billion USD, and the US aid accounted for nearly 12% of nominal GDP at the same period. As Tsongmin Wu pointed out, military assistance helped Taiwan to maintain a stable society to pursue stable economic growth, which helped the US to maintain its 'global defense system.' 1959, 1960, and 1963 , with the rest from the "general economic assistance project" in the early years and from "Public Law 480" in the remaining period. Overall, the general economic assistance projects accounted for nearly 70% of the total, and Public law 480 for 26%. Before 1961, the general economic assistance accounted for 55%, and in 1962, "Public Law 480" replaced this and accounted for more than 50%. During 1966 During -1968 , only the aid based on "Public Law 480" still operated. 
Heavy Investment in Public Utilities
The large-scale investments of Taiwan in 1953-1960 were almost all public utilities, such as electricity, transportation, and mining, and they were mostly funded by the US aid.
15 From 1953 to 1976, there were six consecutive four-year economic plans. US aid played a substantially important role in the early two periods. 16 The rehabilitation and expansion of public utilities were mainly based upon US aid as their main funding source.
As Table 1 shows, the US aid loans to Taiwan in the fiscal years 1950-1963 were divided into NT dollar loans and US dollar 13 To help the infrastructure and industrial development of Taiwan, the amount of US aid which provided for specific projects was called project type aid. The income that Taiwan sold out the goods which US aid provided was not use for specific project. loans, totaling respectively 6.4 billion NTD and 310 million USD. Public enterprises accounted for 68.08% of the NT dollar loans and 91.87% of US dollar loans, and private enterprises received a 31.92% share of the NT dollar loans and 8.13% of US dollar loans. Fertilizer, sugar, aluminum, and coal, respectively accounted for 33.93%, 27.94%, 10.39%, and 7.48% of the US aid in NTD loans to public utilities in mining and industry; and fertilizer, sugar, oil, and sulfuric acid respectively accounted for 53.07 %, 19.98%, 6.45%, and 5.97% of US aid in USD loans to public utilities in mining and industry. 17 That is, in mining and industry, fertilizer and sugar industries were the main recipients.
Obviously, the logic of distribution of US aid implies government's attitude to which the economical department was expected to restore and develop in urgent or not, namely, to restore and develop agricultural department was primary. However, development of agricultural department is for the sake of developing industrial department. Electricity is basic power to produce fertilizer and sugar and etc., so got most share of US aid. The second big share of US aid distribution was mining and industry. In mining and industry, fertilizer is the essential material to produce rice and sugar (for planting sugar cane). Both sugar and rice were the most important export items of Taiwan from the period of Japanese colonial rule until 1950s. So fertilizer and sugar also got big share of US aid. During the period of US aid, the export amount of sugar and rice was annual average 100 million USD. 18 This was a great contribution to earn foreign exchange currency.
Fostering Private Enterprises and the Ideological Shift
While the lion's share of the US aid helped maintain Taiwan's security, a smaller percentage of US aid for the private sector still helped the rise of the private economy. As shown in figures 7 and 8, US aid in NTD loans to private enterprises included agriculture, forestry and fisheries (57.25%), small and medium-sized business (23.67%), mining and industry (8.31%), and private industrial bills discounted loans (6.78%). US aid in USD loans was given to private enterprises including mining and industry (58.01%), small and medium-sized business (30.05%), and industrial agriculture, forestry and fishery (11.82%).
The major private enterprises receiving US aid in NTD loans accounted for up to 57.25% in agriculture, forestry and fisheries. And the Rural Reconstruction committee obtained 90.94 percent of the loans. In other words, for the part of the US aid in NTD loans to private enterprises, the Rural Reconstruction committee had a 52.06% (57.25% * 90.94% ) share.
The private industries which obtained USD loans and their share of the total US aid for private industries were the mining and industry (58.01%), cement industry (25.75%), pulp and paper industry (19.16%), wood and plywood industry (12.33%), iron and steel industry (10.98%), and coal industry (10.68%). As shown in figure 9, in 1950s, the import of US aid material accounted for total import of Taiwan was the highest. Among imported goods category of US aid material, agriculture and industrial raw material was in the majority, capital goods was the next, and the share of consumer goods was not high during all the US aid period. As the accumulated amount of 1950-1965, of US aid goods, consumer goods as a percentage were 6.2% in 1951-1965, raw materials were 73.1%, and capital goods were 20.7%. Moreover, as shown figure 10, we can see the trend of industrialization of Taiwan by total amount of imported goods category substitution. For general imports, imported consumer goods accounted for total import was 46% in 1950, and plummeted to 12.6% in 1954, and subsequently, on average, were less than 10%, except for being 10.1% in 1961. Imported agricultural and industrial raw materials were 40.7% of total import amount in 1950, and increased to 65.9% in 1952, followed by an annual average maintained at between 60-70%. The proportion of imported capital goods was 13.3% in 1950, and afterward rose precipitously to 29.3% in 1965, due to industrial development over the period, and resultant increase in demand for imported machinery and equipment. More production and less consumption would help ease the inflation. Figure 11 shows the trend of export structure of Taiwan in 1950-1965. Agricultural and processed agricultural products accounted for total export was near 90% in the early 1950s and near 85% even in the late 1950s, however it showed a decreasing trend in 1950s. On the other hand, export of industrial products account for total export amount showed a rapid growth after 1958. For export, industrial products have exceeded processed agricultural products in 1962.
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Taiwan's trade deficit from 1950 to 1970 totaled USD 1.7 billion, and imports financed by the US aid accumulated to USD 1.3 billion. In other words, US aid compensated for 78.5% the trade deficit of the 21 years from 1950 to 1970. 20 The US aid had compensated for the lack of foreign exchange in Taiwan. 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 year agricultural products processed agricultural products industrial products LEE AND CHANG: "US AID AND TAIWAN" | 63
To Help Curb Inflation
Because of WWII, Taiwan faced the pressure of inflation, as did most countries. The most important reason for the outbreak of hyper-inflation in Taiwan in 1948-9 was the civil war between the Kuomintang and Chinese Communist Party, and the economic chaos in Mainland China. Taiwan's resources were drawn to the mainland for the war; the under-valued Taiwan dollars relative to the legal dollar used in the mainland increased the demand for Taiwan dollars. In order to restrain the hyper-inflation, Taiwan's provincial government carried out a Currency Reform policy and issued New Taiwan Dollars on June 15, 1949. The exchange rate between the New Taiwan Dollar (NTD) and Old Taiwan Dollar (OTD) was set at 1NTD= 40,000 OTD. In order to rebuild people's confidence in the NTD, the government established the NTD system very cautiously, including a 100% reserve system, an issue limit set at 200 million NTD, severing the connection with Legal Currency in Mainland China, and pegging the evaluation of NTD to US dollar, as well as other measures. 22 The monthly average of the wholesale price index rose 57.25% from January to June 1949. After the Currency Reform, the monthly average index dropped 9.03% from July to December 1949. Although the price index was drastically reduced, the hyper-inflation was still not completely controlled.
In August, a month and a half after the NTD was issued, the US published the China White Paper, and the ROC moved its central government to Taiwan at the end of 1949. The financial deficit of 1950 was 409.6 million NTD, which was 31.6% of the central government's expenditures (1,296.25 million NTD).
23 At the beginning of the government's move to Taiwan, the budget deficit caused by huge defense spending was still the unresolved origin of inflation. In addition, the US took a 'hands off' policy on both sides of the Taiwan Strait; Taiwan's international situation was extremely isolated. 24 Many recent studies have pointed out that currency reform was not enough to ease the hyper-inflation; the recovery of production and the arrival of the US aid after the 1950s were more important.
Tsongmin Wu pointed out that the 'Counterpart Fund' of the US aid helped to restrain inflation. As the government could withdraw an amount of NTD from the market by selling the US aid materials, the Counterpart Funds diverted consumption into production. 25 With the support of the US aid and the counterpart Fund, and the compensation for the trade deficit by the US aid in the early 1950s, even though the government's fiscal deficit was high, it still did not need to over-issue the currency. 
Helping Taiwan's Macro-economic Management
When the central government of the Republic of China was moved to Taiwan in 1949, economic institutions such as the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Economic Affairs, the Directorate General of Budget, Accounting and Statistics of the Executive Yuan (DGBAS), and the Central Bank were all weak. To take the Central Bank for example, the personnel had been reduced from more than 5,000 to 140, the subsections within the bank had decreased from 16 to 6, and most of its documents and facilities had sunk in the Taiwan Strait. On the Chinese mainland, the Central Bank had 71 branches in various places, while in Taiwan, it had no branches at all. Before the central government was moved to Taiwan, Taiwan had been a province of the Republic of China since October 25, 1945. The Bank of Taiwan had been set up in 1897 in the Japanese colonial period with branches in various places in Taiwan and abroad, and upon the KMT takeover of Taiwan, the Bank of Taiwan assumed the function of the central bank for currency issuance, and treasury and foreign exchange management. The office of finance under the provincial government took charge of taxation and expenditure.
The US aid helped the central government reinforce its economic institutions for macro-economic management. At the first stage, the US aid supported some ad hoc liaison commissions for all central and local leading economic institutions to make economic policies. At the second stage, the US aid helped the legal central economic institutions such as the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Economic Affairs, and DGBAS to reinforce their capacity. In the World War II period, the US took a Keynesian approach for macro-economic management. This approach was introduced to Taiwan through the US aid. As the US aid was part of the annual budget of the US government passed by the US Congress, the US asked Taiwan to provide precise figures on its aggregate demand and supply, national income, treasury accounting, and annual budget each year. Personnel for these purposes were trained inside and outside of Taiwan with US aid, and facilities were also equipped with this money. With the strengthened capacity, these legal central institutions gradually replaced the ad hoc commissions in the 1960s. 28 The restoration of the central bank functions is another development along this track. When the important central bank functions were mandated to the Bank of Taiwan, it caused many problems. The power conflict between the central government and local government was one of them. Also, the Bank of Taiwan did not have open market operations to adjust the currency supply to fit the need of the rising economy.
When the ideology of US aid shifted in the late 1950s from aid to investment, the US government wanted to improve Taiwan's investment environment for US private enterprises. The chairman of the International Cooperation Administration (ICA), Mutual Security Mission to China, Wesley C. Haraldson, suggested Taiwan implement eight financial and economical measures in June 1959, in order to utilize US aid more efficiently and achieve self-help. Based on this suggestion, CUSA completed and announced 19 financial and economical improvement measures at the end of 1959. Among the 19 items, the 15th to 17th points were concerned with the establishment of a central banking regime, to adjust interest rates and credit, and distinguishing the business of the central bank from that of commercial banks such as the Bank of Taiwan.
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The ROC government began to actively plan the resumption of functions of the Central Bank. Under interaction between the US consultants and Taiwan's related authorities, the plan for resuming the business of Central Bank was completed. After approval by President Chiang Kai-shek, Vice President and Premier Chen Cheng, Minister of Finance Yen Chia-kan, and Chairman of Bank of Taiwan Yin Zhongrong, the Central Bank resumed business on July 1, 1961 and the Bank of Taiwan gradually turned into a business agent of the Central Bank. 30 The US aid program not only provided suggestions and advice for the restoration of the Central Bank, it also helped its operation. In December 1964, the counterpart funds which came from the selling of goods provided by the US aid program constituted 72.1% of the total deposits at the Central Bank. 
Catalyst for Industries
Tsuihua Yang discussed how the US aid influenced Taiwan's technology transfer. The technical assistance of the United States to Taiwan can be divided into three types: the first was to engage the service of American experts to work in Taiwan, the second was to send technical and management staffs to the United States for training, and the third was that other countries sent their staffs to Taiwan for training. The United States planned to train Taiwan's technical staffs and managers on a large scale, which was the catalyst for transferring American technology, and turned Taiwan from using Japanese-type techniques to American types in industrialization. When US aid was terminated in June 1965, although US experts no longer played a leading role, there was further assistance in the form of cooperation.
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Boxun Wu pointed out that the US aid helped Taiwan rebuilds its fishing Industry and develop an offshore tuna fishing industry. The US aid authority suggested that Taiwan's government distribute its aid funds to private fishing enterprises. But offshore fishing is so expensive that private enterprises could not take it up. Taiwan's government thus set up a 350-ton tuna fishing vessel plan. This plan asked China Fishery Ltd. Company to build and operate one such vessel as an example to attract private fishing enterprises to participate in the plan in the initial stage. In the end, this plan attracted not only domestic private enterprises but also Japanese enterprises to invest in Taiwan's offshore fishing industry. 
Total Economic Help
Other than security and a low inflation rate, the US aid helped with Taiwan's economic development in general. Economist Guoshu Liang has calculated the pure contribution rate of US aid for Taiwan's economic growth rate in the period of 1953-1969 as 20% by applying the Harrod-Domar model and focusing on its making up the insufficient savings to investment and offsetting the trade deficit.  Per capita GNP increased 45%;  1/5 of GNP had been used for savings;  Exports had been doubled;  Industrial output had been doubled;  The share of the private sector in economy had been doubled; and the private sector constituted 2/3 of Taiwan's total industrial output in 1966.  Agricultural productivity had increased 50%.  These developments had achieved by the US aid to Taiwan. 
Independence or Autonomy
In this part, this article will survey and discuss the policy autonomy of Taiwan on US aid. Yongzhi Chen used a case study on forest conservation to demonstrate that when there existed differences, such as economic interests priority on the Taiwan side vis-à-vis forest conservation priority on US side, between the ROC government and the US government, Taiwan was able to selectively accept the techniques and concepts provided by the US aid based on its own conditions. 36 Jinman Chen demonstrated that the US aid played a 'facilitator' rather than 'dominator' role in the fertilizer industry of Taiwan. The public-owned Taiwan Fertilizer Company got the second largest US aid among the enterprises which received the US aid (Taiwan power company got the largest aid). The ROC government indeed made some concessions to the US, such as raising the fertilizer price. But on the issues such as privatization of the Taiwan Fertilizer Company and abolition of the fertilizer-rice barter system, it can be seen that the ROC government refused the US's request and continued its own basic policy. In other words, Taiwan was able to defend its own sovereignty when a US request conflicted with Taiwan's basic national policies.
37
R. Wade enumerated the importance of the US aid to Taiwan, as the US aid facilitated the land reform policy, four-year economic construction program and transformation to export-oriented development strategy in the early 1960s. However, he also pointed out that the US aid can hardly be taken as a sufficient condition for Taiwan's superior economic performance. He would rather deem that the ROC government used the US aid efficiently. 38 Hitoshi Hirakawa pointed out that the governments in the Asia NIEs had more self-supporting ability and were more able to adapt to the domestic and foreign situations for industrialization. This is the reason why the Latin American NIEs hardly transformed the industry policy from import-substitution to ex- 
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port-orientation, but the Asia NIEs could.
39 By comparing Taiwan with South Korea, Guoshu Liang pointed out that the supply of steadier and better governmental management and Taiwanese's flexibility were crucial factors for the success of US aid in Taiwan. 40 Japan's Ministry of Foreign affairs pointed out that in 1965-1968, only 9% of Taiwan's financial sources for further development plans came from foreign money, which was much less than that of other Asian countries. Among the reasons for Taiwan's outstanding performance which originated from US aid, good management of the government and the high educational level of Taiwanese were important reasons.
41
When making policies, Taiwan has kept the autonomy to choose policies beneficial to herself. The reason is that the US-Taiwan ties are not only important for Taiwan, but also important for the US government. Taiwan has not only connections to the US but also good connections to Japan, which was the largest and the fastest-growing market in the world at this time. 42 Zhaoyan Tu asserted that the successful link of Taiwan with the "growing triangle" of "US-Japan-NIEs" was crucial for the continuous growth of Taiwan after the 1960s. 43 The continuity of Taiwan's prewar and postwar position in the Asia-Pacific world has actually made possible the particular success of US aid in Taiwan. 
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Economic Impact after 1965
One of very important U.S. Aid operation design was the counterpart fund. The counterpart fund was derived from the experience of US aid to Greece and Turkey after WWII. Greek currency in an amount equivalent to the outlay of relief materials sold was to be saved in a special deposit account to be used for the revival plan. The US then set up similar accounts with local currencies in Austria, Italy, France, ROC and others as a revolving fund. Based upon Article 5, item 2 of the Economic Aid Agreement of 1948, the ROC government was to provide local currency equal to the amount of the US aid and save it in the counterpart fund. But with hyperinflation and a fiscal deficit, it ended with liability of 100 million USD before the ROC government moved to Taiwan.
When the US aid to the ROC was resumed because of the Korean War, as the Taiwan dollar turned more stabilized, the US government asked the ROC government to reopen the counterpart fund account on June 25, 1951. This counterpart fund used for economic development of Taiwan was mutually managed and operated by the US and the ROC governments. 44 In the early 1950s, because of the fiscal difficulties of the ROC government, the counterpart account came mainly from selling the US aid goods. And with the improvement of the fiscal situation, it turned into come from setting out in the government budget. Of the NTD[New Taiwan dollar] 32,963 million in this fund for the period 1951-65, NTD 11,375 million (about 34.5%) came from selling the surplus US aid agricultural products.
Development" on April 9, 1965. This Sino-American Fund was set up on July 1 the same year. The financial resources of the Fund included the surplus of the Counterpart fund and a reclaimable amount in the future. At the beginning, the total financial resources of the Fund were 16.44 billion NTD (about US$409.98 million), which included 7.41 billion NTD (45.1%) for the loan of the US aid (principal) and 9.03 billion NTD (54.9%) for the net value of Fund. The aim of the Fund was to continue to assist Taiwan to engage in various economic and social development plans. 46 As for the use of the Sino-American Funds, according to the agreement between the ROC and the US, it was to support programs of economic and social development with "loans and investment" and "subsidies. Within this, the loan and investment share was 78.45% and the subsidies share was 21.55%. (Figure 13 ) 48 The amount which was transacted by the Council for Economic Planning and Development (CEPD), Executive Yuan, was 80.2 billion NTD (84%) and that by the Council of Agriculture, Executive Yuan (COA) was 15 billion NTD (16%). Asian countries. In terms of total aid, Taiwan's aid was 68% of that of Japan's, and 61% of South Korea's, 1.06 times that of India's, and more than other countries.' But its per capita aid was about twice that of South Korea, about six times that of the Philippines, and about 10 times that of Japan. Within Taiwan's US aid in this period, per capita military aid was 206 USD, which was higher than the 181 USD economic aid. 
From Aid to Direct Investment in Taiwan: US and Japan
The importance of the US and Japan for Taiwan is like their importance for South Korea in the 1960s. The percentage of import trade with the US and Japan in the country's total import trade in 1961-1966 was 34.2% and 36.4% respectively for Taiwan, and 44.8% and 31.7% for South Korea. That for exports was 20.9% and 28.7% for Taiwan, and 32.7% and 29.8% for South Korea. 54 When US aid stopped in 1965 (except PL480 aid), Japan be-54 Liang, "Aid, Trade and Economic Development," 701. came the major donor country which helped Taiwan to import the machinery and equipment required for economic development. The first aid plan was signed by the Japanese government and the ROC government on April 26, 1965, which was a Yen loan agreement equivalent to 150 million USD. Yen loans were mainly used for the fourth four-year (1965-68) economic development plan and the subsequent economic development.
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Before or after the termination of US aid, the US provided capital and a market for Taiwan, and purchased a large number of products from Taiwan. 56 The Yen loan was linked with the Japanese investment in Taiwan. Before the mid 1960s, as Taiwan restricted imports and Taiwan provided an overseas market, Japanese pharmacy and electric appliance merchants invested in Taiwan. In 1965, Taiwan opened an export processing zone to encourage foreign investment in Taiwan by exempting export taxes, and Japan witnessed a labor shortage, more Japanese enterprises moved their labor-intensive sectors to Taiwan and brought the intermediate goods back to Japan.
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From 1953 to 1971, Japanese and American companies respectively owned 64.02% and 27.41% of foreign-controlled companies in Taiwan, and their investment capital represented 19.45% and 54.84% of total foreign investment capital. The percentage of Japanese capital in total foreign investment was particularly high in the electronic and electric appliance industries (14.2%), the chemical product industry (20.57%), and the textile industry (85.6%). US companies tended to cooperate with Taiwanese entrepreneurs who had emigrated from the Chinese mainland, while the Japanese companies generally collaborated with the indigenous Taiwanese. 58 
